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ABSTRACT
Distributing content on the Internet is an important economic, educational, social, and cultural
endeavor. To this end, there have been proposals to use traditional server-based content distribution
networks (CDNs) to replicate and distribute web and multimedia content of big content producers,
such as news websites, or big businesses, such as online shopping websites, etc., to millions of Internet
users. This approach places a large number of content servers at strategic locations on the Internet,
incurring a very large deployment and operating cost. Therefore, it is available only to some wealthy
companies/organizations. Individual users and small content publishers may rely on a more economical
content dissemination approach based on recent peer-to-peer technology to distribute their own content.
Nevertheless, it is the ephemeral and the limited resources nature of peer-to-peer networks that hinder
a wide spread adoption of peer-to-peer technology as a reliable content distribution solution. It is,
therefore, important that a new generation of cost-effective and reliable content distribution framework
be proposed and investigated. Building on the successes and failures of previous content distribution
approaches, the proposed research’s goal is to design and evaluate a Synergistic Content Distribution
and Peer-to-Peer Networks (SCOPE). SCOPE leverages the reliability and the resourcefulness of
traditional server-based CDNs while tapping on the economical and dynamic resources of peers.
1SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION
The advent of the World Wide Web a decade and a half ago has dramatically transformed the
Internet into a huge successful content dissemination system. Contributing in part to this success are
the commercial content distribution networks (CDNs). They have been proposed and deployed to
primarily distribute content of companies and organizations (who are content producers/publishers such
as CNN, Yahoo, etc.) to individual Internet users. A commercial CDN operator deploys CDN nodes at
strategic and fixed locations on the Internet to replicate data of content producers/publishers [67, 46].
A commercial CDN provides a reliable, but high cost, solution for some companies/organizations to
publish their content. In other words, current commercial CDNs do not address the need of individual
users to publish/exchange their own content.
On the other hand, peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have emerged as an alternative approach for sharing
content among thousands of individual users on the Internet since the last five years. This approach em-
ploys individual users machines’1 resources (storage, network connection, etc.) to disseminate shared
files. A P2P network is flexible because anyone could participate in the network. However, the re-
sources of a P2P network (in terms of network bandwidth, storage space, and available time) are only
as good as the aggregated resources of the contributing peers. The reliability of a P2P network is also
as good as that of contributing peers.
The lack of a cost-effective and reliable content distribution system for everyone (from an in-
dividual user to a small organization and even to a large content producer) in the current state-of-
the-art motivates our research in this report. Building on the two content distribution models de-
scribed earlier, we have been investigating an integrated content distribution framework named SCOPE
(Synergistic Content Distribution and Peer-to-Peer Networks) that takes advantage of the two ear-
lier models. SCOPE is designed to synergistically integrate a public CDN with peers to construct
a cost-effective and reliable content distribution system beneficial to both individuals and compa-
nies/organizations. SCOPE relies on a simple observation that peers can help a CDN to deliver CDN’s
content and the CDN in returns can help peers to deliver peers’ own content.
By public CDN we mean a content distribution network that is built to become a public infrastruc-
ture (similar public infrastructure networks are PlanetLab [23], CoDeeN [64], and NLANR Web caching
project [14]). A public CDN also has the reliability and well-provisioned characteristics similar to those
of a commercial CDN. We propose SCOPE for a public CDN because the nature of a public CDN
makes it possible to experiment with new ideas and techniques. Moreover, public CDNs are exempt
from business constraints. When SCOPE becomes mature, it is certainly possible to apply SCOPE to
commercial CDNs. For the sake of brevity, we use the term CDN instead of public CDN in the rest of
the report.
Three main challenges for the realization of our SCOPE framework are (i) designing a mechanism
to help a CDN to recruit peers to become part of the CDN. The recruited peers collaborate with the
1We hereafter use the term peers instead of individual users machines.
2CDN to deliver the CDN’s content; (ii) designing a mechanism to help a CDN to open up efficiently and
safely2 its network so that peers can take advantage of the CDN’s infrastructure in distributing peers’
content3; and (iii) designing an incentive mechanism to entice peers to become part of a CDN and also
to entice a CDN to open its distribution network to benefit peers. Because each of these challenges
deserves its own study and requires a different technical solution, our methodology is to address these
challenges separately while still considering each of them as an integral part of our SCOPE framework.
The eventual deployment of our framework requires the presence of satisfactory solutions to all three
challenges. We pursue three different, but closely related, research problems to be described briefly in
the following.
1.1 The Research Problems
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Figure 1.1 SCOPE: Synergistic Content Distribution and Peer-to-Peer Networks
Research Problem I: This problem addresses the challenge of designing a mechanism to help a
CDN to recruit peers to become a part of the CDN. Then, the CDN and the recruited peers collaborate
to deliver the CDN’s content. For example, in Figure 1.1 the CDN node N1 recruits peers P1, P2, and
P3 so that they can collaborate to deliver the CDN’s content to peer P14. We first define the capacity of a
recruited peer as a function of its outgoing bandwidth and its lifetime. We define similarly the capacity
of a CDN node . We introduce the concept of CDN growing which means a CDN node recruit peers
to increase its capacity. We then formalize the problem of CDN growing to satisfy some constraints
in terms of growth factor, lifetime, bandwidth, and network diameter. This problem turns out to be a
NP-Hard problem, therefore, we propose some simpler heuristic algorithms to grow a CDN. We also
introduce CDN shrinking, an opposite concept of CDN growing. That is, when a CDN realizes that it
does not need to include some peers in the CDN anymore, the CDN shrinks to its original size4. The
benefit of CDN growing is to allow a CDN to be more flexible by exploiting readily available resources
of peers to deliver CDN’s content. Our main approach in this direction differs from existing work in
that our CDN pro-actively looks for resourceful peers (by considering the outbound bandwidth and the
2Not allowing peers to abuse or to pose a security concern for a CDN.
3We make a distinction between CDN’s content belonging to the content producers/publishers and peers’ content belong-
ing to individual users
4Note that a CDN only shrinks after it had grown.
3service life time of the peers) to recruit. Hence, our CDN takes control of its expansion (as opposed to
existing work in which a CDN passively waits on the arrival of peers to ask them help the CDN).
Research Problem II: This problem aims at designing an effective mechanism to allow a CDN
to use its infrastructure to help peers in their content exchange. Note that a CDN helps only peers who
had contributed their resources to deliver the CDN’s content. For example, in Figure 1.1, the set of
peers {P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, P10, P11, P12} had contributed their resources to help the CDN earlier.
Now, when they want to exchange content among themselves, the CDN creates three different trees
rooted at CDN nodes N1, N3, and N5, respectively. The peers transfer their content through these trees
inside the CDN. Thus, the CDN has helped the peers to improve their content delivery by providing
faster network connections through its existing infrastructure. The peers also benefit from the reliability
and stability of the CDN infrastructure.
Research Problem III: This problem focuses on an incentive mechanism to entice peers to con-
tribute their resources to a CDN and also to entice a CDN to provide peers accesses to its infrastruc-
ture. Our incentive mechanism builds on the fairness and the reciprocation principles. For example,
if a group of peers provide a CDN a growth factor of C in capacity, the CDN will provide that group
of peers a growth factor of C in transfer bandwidth compared to the mode of the set of outgoing ac-
cess bandwidth of peers. The mechanism strictly follows a policy to require peers to contribute first to
build up their credit before being able to use the CDN to exchange their content. Another important
element for our incentive mechanism is the ability to prevent malicious behavior. That is, we do not
want peers to collaborate to cheat a CDN nor do we want a CDN to refuse to provide accesses to its
infrastructure to good peers who already contributed their resources to the CDN. Our incentive design
promotes a CDN and peers in using their existing technical assets to deliver both the CDN’s and the
peers’ content. However, our framework could also work with a conventional incentive approach in
which a CDN offers money to peers so that peers help the CDN, and peers pay a CDN money to use
the CDN’s infrastructure. We have briefly presented our overall research effort in content distribution.
We next discuss the main contributions of this paper.
1.2 Contributions
While traditional content distribution networks and peer-to-peer networks are well understood and
well documented in the literature, it is not known (to the best of our knowledge) how these two models
should work together in an integrated content distribution system and how these two models comple-
ment each other. The paper investigates some important and timely issues in a combined model of
content distribution. The first research problem enables an evolvable and agile content distribution
model. The proposed technique dynamically grows and shrinks the capacity of a content distribution
network. Thus, we only need to deploy less number of dedicated content nodes (saving of time and
cost) while still be able to provide content to end-users. The second research problem shows how peers
can use an existing infrastructure to improve the performance of their content distribution. Individual
users can speed up the time it takes to send their own content to other individual users. The third
research problem demonstrates a simple yet effective incentive mechanism for the next generation of
synergistic content distribution.
41.3 Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize relevant
research to our work. We then present the growing and shrinking algorithms in Section 3. In Section 4,
we discuss how a set of peers can use a CDN’s infrastructure to improve their file transfer. In Section 5,
we present our game theoretic analysis of SCOPE. Finally, we give our conclusions and a discussion
of the future work in Section 6.
5SECTION 2 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT STATE-OF-THE-ART
2.1 Research in Content Distribution Networks
Previous research on pure CDNs focused on the problems of server selection, request routing and
redirection, replica placement, cache replacement and consistency, empirical measurements of CDNs.
Carter and Crovella studied dynamic server selection using approximate wide area path characterization
based on round trip time [18]. Andrews et al. proposed Webmapper to map cluster of clients to a server
using passive monitoring of TCP connections between clients and servers [8]. Pan et al. presented a
survey of DNS-based server selection techniques [65]. Regarding request routing and redirection, client
side redirection mechanisms have been investigated in [18, 30, 49, 83]. On the other hand, Ranjan et
al. proposed a server side redirection mechanism that takes into account both network and server
processing time at an Internet data center when making the redirection decision [68]. The system may
redirect a request to a remote data center, who has faster server processing time, to reduce client’s delay.
Cardellini et al. studied the combination distributed redirection with centralized local redirection [17].
Li et al. studied the optimal placement (in terms of a given performance measure) of M Web
proxies among N potential sites under a given traffic pattern and system resources [54]. Qiu et al.
formulated the problem of Web server replicas placement under the incapacitated minimum K-median
problem and proposed some heuristic algorithms [67]. Jamin and Cronin et al. [46, 25] also considered
the problem of replicas placement in a constrained setting. Rather than finding out the best placement
algorithm like Qiu et al. [67], they focused on the performance limitation of all placement algorithms.
Cooperative leases is a generalized concept of lease to prove scalable consistency maintenance for
proxies in a CDN [62]. The paper proposes ∆−consistency, a weak consistency mechanism in which
a proxy is notified of updates at most once every ∆ time units and no later than ∆ time units. Another
important feature is that a single lease is used for a group of proxies, and a lease is for one object.
There have been empirical measurement studies of Web proxy cooperation [85, 35], CDN [47, 52], and
a CDN versus P2P and Web [71].
CDNs for distributing video content has been investigated in [9, 20, 50]. In summary, previous
work in pure CDN systems did not consider using peers to increase the capacity of a CDN and to
make a CDN more dynamic and they did not consider the problem of using a CDN to help peers in
distributing their content, which is one of the main focuses of this report.
2.2 Research in Peer-to-Peer Networks
Research in peer-to-peer (P2P) has spanned on several areas starting with reports for unstructured
P2P systems like Gnutella, KaZaa, and structured Distributed Hash Table (DHT) based P2P systems
like Chord [78] or CAN [69]. Improvements of these early systems were investigated in [87, 21, 27].
Modeling, analysis, and measurements of P2P systems have also attracted great attention of the research
6community [56, 38, 57, 66, 72, 11, 40]. Another active area of research in P2P systems is incentive
design and trust/reputation management [48, 59, 80, 5, 43, 61, 77, 6].
In the area of using P2P systems for distributing content, there are reports to (i) build web content
distribution network such as Coral [34] or evaluate the scalability of such a system [79]; (ii) build pure
P2P networks for video streaming [63, 81, 44, 70, 26, 42, 3, 89, 88, 16, 15]; and (iii) transfer large
files [19, 51, 75, 53, 36, 39]. These systems differ from our approach mainly because they rely on
purely peers to distribute content. Although this is a perfectly cost-effective approach, it differs from
our approach in that our approach has the availability and reliability provided by the CDN nodes. Our
decision to use a CDN as a starting point and to recruit peers later is also strengthen by recent evidence
that a purely P2P based streaming system needs some reliable nodes (some PlanetLab [23] nodes in
this case) to provide acceptable quality [22, 76]. They did not consider the problem of using a CDN to
help peers in distributing their content.
2.3 Research in Hybrid Content Distribution Systems
There are some existing hybrid approaches using (i) both local proxies and peers [41, 29]; (ii) both
CDN and P2P networks [86]; or (iii) peering among multiple CDNs [4] for distributing content.
Our main difference from the first three techniques is that in our approach a CDN pro-actively seeks
reliable and resourceful peers to collaborate in delivering the CDN’s content while the three techniques
passively wait on the arrival of random peers to make them serve the CDN’s content. Hence, when peers
arrive sparsely, the other techniques will not be optimal. PROP [41] uses arbitrary local peers to assist
a local proxy server in an enterprise video streaming environment. Our approach differs from PROP
in three ways. First, we consider the expansion of an Internet wide CDN onto local peers. Second, we
consider the characteristics of peers (bandwidth, service time, position, etc) before recruiting them to
be part of the CDN. As we will see later on, the benefits of such consideration (super peer growing)
over an approach that selects peers randomly (random growing). Third, PROP uses peers belonging to
structured P2P networks [69, 78] and it relies on the distributed hash table of structured P2P networks
to perform content location. Our approach is general enough to be applicable to peers in both structured
and unstructured P2P networks. A similar idea, to that of PROP of using local proxies (web caches) in
conjunction with peers, is implemented as a modification [29] to the original eMule file sharing network
to improve download time for peers. However, this approach considers local proxies as stand alone
nodes and requires local proxies to cache peers’ content. Our approach leverages the collaboration of
CDN nodes and does not require CDN nodes to cache peers’ content.
Xu et al. [86] proposed a hybrid CDN and P2P video delivery system in which a CDN hands over
the serving of requests to a set of serving peers at a calculated hand-off time. After this hand-off time,
the system practically becomes a pure P2P content delivery system because the CDN does not serve
requests anymore. Our approach differs in that we intentionally make the CDN and the peer nodes
serve requests all the time. Thus, our delivery system always has the strengths of both peer-to-peer and
CDN worlds. These approaches also differ from our approach in this report in that they only look at
peers as potential helpers for distributing a CDN’s content, but they do not consider the problem from
an opposite direction. That is, a CDN can also help peers to deliver their content.
Amini et al. [4] study the collaboration among different CDNs to serve users’ requests. In this
model, a CDN signs a business contract to honor requests from clients of another CDN. A CDN oper-
ator may deploy fewer CDN nodes and rely on other CDN operators to handle some of the requests.
7The request assignment algorithm takes the capacity of contracted CDN servers, their workload, and
the location of users to produce a minimized congestion cost assignment.
2.4 Research in Incentive and Game-Theoretic Analysis of Peer-to-Peer Systems
Incentive mechanisms encourage peers to contribute more. Generally, an incentive mechanism
rewards a contributing peer and punishes a non-contributing (free riding) peer. There have been many
studies on incentive mechanisms for pure peer-to-peer networks. Habib and Chuangan proposed an
incentive mechanism for P2P media streaming [43]. An utility function was defined based on the cost
and the level of QoS. The contribution of each peer earns a score for the peer. This score is mapped to
a percentile rank, which in turn helps in the peer selection process that provides a level of QoS. Ngan
et al. [61] proposed an incentive mechanism for SplitStream-like P2P multicast technique. The paper
proposes to (1) rebuild multicast trees frequently to weed out freeloaders (i.e., peers who do not take
children and peers who do not forward data); (2) credit all nodes from the root to the current node when
a packet is received. Blame all nodes on the path when a packet is not received; (3) use one-way has
functions to produce message digest of each packet and the nodes on the path to assure authenticity of
data and path.
Cox and Noble proposed an incentive mechanism for a distributed P2P-based storage system [24].
Ma et al. use game theory to analyze a service differential model for P2P networks [59]. Link-based
incentive mechanism [80]. Exchange-based incentive mechanism [5]. Andrade et al. studied the
influences on cooperation in BitTorrent communities [6]. The paper analyzes the cooperative behavior
in BitTorrent communities based on BitTorrent trackers’ traces different BitTorrent networks. The
free-riding ratio, the seeding ratio, and the sharing ratio are used to evaluate the level of cooperation.
Figueiredo et al. proposed a new payment-based incentives to promote availability in P2P systems [31].
Repeated game analysis was used to design an incentive-based routing system [1] and to model an
overlay multicast system [2].
8SECTION 3 PEER-ASSISTED DYNAMIC CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
Our overall goal is to grow a CDN by recruiting peers to be part of the CDN so that they help
the delivery of CDN’s content. Thus, our technique cost-effectively increases the capacity of a CDN,
making a CDN more dynamic. In this section, we first present our formal CDN growing problem,
which is followed by a discussion of issues such as peers discovery and bandwidth estimation. We then
present our algorithms and conclude by addressing the issues of peers departure, malicious peers, and
traversing NAT/Firewall.
3.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we first discuss two questions (i) why we need to dynamically grow/shrink a CDN;
and (ii) when to grow/shrink a CDN.
3.1.1 Motivation
The main motivation for growing a CDN is to increase the service capacity of a CDN by making
use of the available and cheaper resources of other nodes on the network. There are realistic scenarios
in which growing a CDN is useful. First, a CDN operator does not have the financial resources to build
his own large network. But, the operator still wants to offer content to a large number of customers. The
operator can exploit resources in other nodes to build an extended network to serve content. Second,
nodes in a CDN may suffer from unpredictable workload or unexpected down time, forcing the CDN
to look for help to continue to offer the CDN’s content. In this case, the CDN may temporarily use
other nodes’ resources to serve content. The second scenario can be viewed as a special case of the first
scenario in which the capacity of the CDN is suddenly reduced.
On the other hand, the motivation for shrinking a CDN (after growing it) is to remove redundant
capacity of the CDN. In the previous second example, when the workload placed on the CDN nodes is
reduced or when the failed CDN nodes are repaired, the CDN can function on its own nodes. Hence, it
does not need the resources of other nodes anymore.
Separation of Growing and Object Replication: The goal of growing a CDN is to identify and
select potential external nodes to be used for helping the CDN. In order for an external node to serve
the CDN’s content, the content must be replicated to the node. This replication incurs a cost, both in
terms of network load and time. In our SCOPE framework, we proactively select external nodes, but
we reactively replicate CDN’s content. That is, when a node is selected, the CDN does not replicate
content to the node immediately. The replication is delayed until the CDN actually needs to use the
node’s resources. We use this approach to avoid unnecessary content replication cost for both the CDN
and the selected node. Our request serving algorithm demonstrates this design choice by replicating a
CDN’s object only when there is a request for the object.
93.1.2 When to Grow/Shrink a CDN?
Because the main motivations for growing and shrinking a CDN is mainly related with the CDN’s
serving capacity, the CDN decides when to grow and when to shrink based on its current serving
capacity, its current workload, and a prediction of its near future workload. In our SCOPE framework,
we adopt a threshold based approach to make the growing and the shrinking decision. In particular,
when the current workload of the CDN is more than a growing threshold Tgrow the CDN starts the
growing process to use resources of other nodes. When the current workload of the CDN is less than
a shrinking threshold Tshrink, the CDN starts the shrinking process to remove redundant resources of
other nodes.
We follow this generic threshold based approach because the evolution of real world CDNs are quite
different from one CDN to another CDN. For example, a CDN for providing scientific data to a small
research community of few hundred researchers evolves quite differently from a CDN for providing
music files to thousands of users. Hence, we think it is best to leave the CDN operators to set the
thresholds most suitable for their networks.
3.2 System Assumptions
A CDN operator has all knowledge about and is in complete control of the CDN. That is, informa-
tion such as the CDN network topology, the workload of CDN nodes and that of the links inside the
CDN, etc., is known. The CDN has network measurement tools to maintain an accurate view of the
bandwidth, delay, and other network metrics. CDN nodes are distributedly deployed. A CDN node1
is responsible for serving requests coming from a network area consisting of a number of peers. For
example, in Fig. 1.1 CDN node N1 is responsible for serving requests of peers {P1, P2, P3}, CDN node
N3 is responsible for serving requests of peers {P6, P7, P8}, and so on. If a CDN node cannot serve
some requests coming from its network area (due to failure, overload, etc.), the CDN can dynamically
assign the requests to another CDN node. The CDN operator can remotely perform diagnoses, con-
figurations, and software updates on the distributed CDN nodes. These characteristics of a CDN are
similar to those of the Akamai network [28, 7, 50, 74].
3.3 Formulation of the CDN Growing Problem
Our goal is to increase the capacity of a CDN by recruiting peers with available resources. After the
recruitment, we expect our network, consisting of both dedicated CDN nodes and temporary recruited
peers, to provide similar service quality (e.g., delay) and reliability as though we increase the capacity
by using dedicated CDN nodes. To this end, we focus on recruiting peers that have high bandwidth,
high available time, and locate in a bounded network delay from one another. Our approach is scalable
because the more the number of peers we can recruit, the higher the workload our system can service.
It is also cost-effective because we do not need to deploy dedicated CDN nodes. We just recruit peers
when we need them and for as long as we need them. Next, we introduce our notations in Table 3.1,
which is followed by our definitions of capacity. Then, we present the formulation of our CDN growing
problem.
1Usually, at least two identical nodes are deployed in one deployment center to ensure redundancy in case one node is
down
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Table 3.1 Notations
Term Definition
T Service period (minute)
NBj Outgoing bandwidth of a CDN node j
during T (Kbps)
NCj Capacity of CDN node j during T (kbit)
Pi Peer i
Bouti Shared outgoing bandwidth of Pi (Kbps)
Si Serving time of Pi during T (minute)
Ci Capacity of Pi during T (kbit)
distance(Pi, Pj) Estimated End-to-end delay between
Pi and Pj (millisecond)
We use the service period T as a time window to limit the temporal scope of our CDN growing
problem. The serving time Si of Pi is the cumulative amount of time a recruited Pi has contributed to
deliver the CDN’s content during T . Note that Si ≤ T because Pi may arrive late or leave early during
T . We define the capacity of a recruited peer and the capacity of a CDN node during a service period
T as follows. Capacity Ci of a recruited peer Pi is Ci = Bouti × Si. Capacity NCj of a CDN node j
is NCj = NBj × T . This is because the CDN node j is always available for delivering content during
the entire period T . Our definitions of capacity focus on the potential of the recruited peers and of a
CDN node in serving content.
For example, during a service period T of 7 days, the capacity of a recruited peer with 256 Kbps
outgoing bandwidth, and a 2-hour serving time is 256× 2× 3600 = 1, 843, 200(kbit). The capacity of
a CDN node with 10 Mbps outgoing bandwidth is 10×1000×7×24×3600 = 6, 048, 000, 000(kbit).
This means the capacity of a CDN node is equivalent to that of 3282 peers. Recruiting this number of
peers is possible if we consider a population of 10,940 peers and 30% of the population have the same
outgoing bandwidth and serving time as the recruited peer in this example. Note that in this example,
if we grow an equivalent of one CDN node by recruiting 3282 peers, that means we have a growth
factor of 100% (with regard to the capacity of the CDN node). If we recruit about 330 peers, we have
a growth factor of 10%.
We formulate the CDN growing problem as follows. Given a CDN node N, a service period T, a set
of peers PS = {Pi|i = 1, . . . ,m} responsible for by node N, a growth factor range [GLow, GHigh] and
a diameter d, construct a content set S = {Pi|i = 1, . . . , k; k < m} such that the following conditions
are satisfied.
N ∈ S and ∃Pi ∈ S (3.1)
GLow ≤
∑
(∀Pi∈S)
Ci
NCN
≤ GHigh (3.2)
∑
(∀Pi∈S)
Si is maximized (3.3)
∑
(∀Pi∈S)
Bouti is maximized (3.4)
distance(Pi, Pj) ≤ d ∀Pi, Pj ∈ S (3.5)
The first condition states that the content set S comprises of the CDN node N and some recruited
peers. It means any node in the content set can serve requests from users. The second condition requires
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the total capacity of the recruited peers to satisfy a certain growth rate with regard to the capacity of
the CDN node N . Because the serving time and the outgoing bandwidth of a recruited peer may differ
from those of another recruited peer, it is not possible to simplify the growth rate formula in the second
condition to a ratio of bandwidth or a ratio of time. We want to restrict the growth rate because we
want the CDN to grow its capacity, but we do not want to grow more than necessary. The growth range
[GLow, GHigh] is set forth by the CDN operator.
The third and the fourth conditions emphasize on recruiting peers that would contribute the most
in serving time and outgoing bandwidth, respectively. We use two separate conditions instead of one
condition combining both the serving time and the outgoing bandwidth because the serving time and
the outgoing bandwidth of a peer are not necessarily correlated. For example, a recruited peer with
a high outgoing bandwidth may serve for only a short amount of time, whereas, a peer with a long
serving time has only a very small outgoing bandwidth. Our objective is to recruit a set of peers that
has both a total long serving time and a total high outgoing bandwidth. Note that these two conditions
are used to select the best solution out of all possible solutions that already satisfy the other conditions
(i.e., (3.1), (3.2), and (3.5)) of the problem.
The last condition requires all recruited peers be within a certain network diameter (in terms of
end-to-end delay). Other non-recruited peers, who are within the network region bounded by recruited
peers, will benefit from the CDN’s content delivered by the recruited peers. It is important to have the
network diameter of recruited peers as an input parameter to our problem. We do not want a small
diameter d because it means recruited peers do not cover a large enough network area. Neither do
we want a large diameter d because it means a recruited peers may have to serve the CDN’s content to
another peer too far away. The group of recruited peers act as one virtual centralized CDN node to serve
content. We want the recruited peers to be close to one another (in terms of end-to-end delay) because
later on we may add other group-based algorithms or protocols to the recruited peers to improve their
collective performance. Such kind of algorithms/protocols benefit from a closely positioned peers.
We do not take the distance from the CDN node N to the set of peers Pi into account in the
problem formulation because the quality of the recruited peers, with regard to serving users’ requests,
is independent of this distance. It it worth mentioning that the distance from the recruited peers in the
set S to the other non-recruited peers in the set PS is important because the recruited peers are expected
to serve the non-recruited peers in PS. However, as we assume all peers in the input set PS are within
a reasonable end-to-end distance from one another (e.g., all peers are within 300 milliseconds from one
another).
The solution of this problem is a constrained diameter content set that has the maximized lifetime,
maximized outgoing bandwidth, and that satisfies a certain growth rate. This problem is NP-Hard be-
cause it is a variant of a NP-Hard problem named Maximum Induced Subgraph with Property P [10]
(see the Appendix). In what follows, we discuss some relevant issues regarding the discovery, band-
width estimation, distance, and service time of peers. It is followed by the presentation of our heuristic
algorithm.
3.3.1 The Discovery, Bandwidth, Distance, and Service Time of Peers
First, a CDN needs to find potential peers to recruit. Potential peers may learn about the recruitment
program of a CDN through an out-of-band mean (e.g., advertisement) and decide to join. Another
source of potential peers are the ones that already requested some content from the CDN. The CDN
makes an offer so that these peers continue to stay and help the CDN. Another way to find potential
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peers is to let a CDN node periodically sends queries to existing P2P networks (e.g., KaZaa, BitTorrent)
to retrieve a random list of available peers in the network. Then, the CDN makes an offer with the
peers. By making an offer we mean the CDN informs the peers (using their existing protocol) about the
recruitment program. Our technique requires an explicit agreement and cooperation of a potential peer
to contribute its resources to the CDN. When a potential peer is interested, it downloads and installs
a small program before it can join the system. This active registration approach has been employed
successfully in systems like the SETI@home project [73], the CMU’s end system multicast [22], and
any currently deployed P2P file sharing network. Finally, we note that not all registered peers will be
recruited.
Second, after the potential peers register with the CDN, the CDN needs to know their bandwidth,
distance, and service time. One obvious solution is to ask peers to supply this information to the CDN
at the registration time. However, the CDN can use existing techniques such as [84] and pathload [45]
to find out independently the access network type (Ethernet, Cable, or DSL, etc.) and the available
bandwidth of a registered peer, respectively. It is possible that a CDN needs to use a combination of
approaches as suggested in [76] to estimate the bandwidth of peers. The end-to-end network distance2
between two registered peers can be obtained from a distance estimation service [33] or a network
positioning system [60]. It has been documented that the lifetime of peers in a P2P file sharing system
follows a Pareto distribution [72, 13]. Therefore, we assume the service time of peers in our content
distribution model also follows a Pareto distribution (i.e., some peers have much longer service time
than that of most other peers). In practice, the CDN keeps statistical information (e.g., the 5-, 50-,
95-percentile) of the actual service time of recruited peers in its network area to have an up to date
model of their service time.
3.4 CDN Growing Algorithms
3.4.1 Random-peer Growing
We first start with the most basic growing algorithm, in which a CDN node randomly chooses peers
from a given set SP to recruit.
Algorithm 1 Random-peer growing algorithm
1: procedure RANDOMPEER(N , PS, GHigh, d, T )
2: GF = 0
3: while (GF < GLow) do
4: Pj = Pick a a random peer ∈ PS
5: if ∀Pi ∈ S, distance(Pi, Pj) ≤ d then
6: S = S ∪ Pj
7: GF = GF + Cj
NCN
8: PS = PS − {Pj}
9: end if
10: end while
11: S = S ∪ N
12: Update GrowTable of N with peers in S
13: end procedure
2End-to-end delay.
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This algorithm satisfies the growth requirement, it is also easy to implement. However, due to
the randomness in the recruitment process, the CDN node may choose some weak peers (e.g., small
bandwidth with short service time). Thus, the quality of the recruited peers set may not be the best.
Next, we present an improved growing algorithm which produces a better set of recruited peers.
3.4.2 Super-peer only Growing
In the following, we propose our heuristic SUPERPEER growing algorithm. A CDN node runs this
algorithm to recruit local super peers in its network area until either the growth factor is achieved or
there is no more local super peers to recruit. The rationale of this heuristic approach is that a CDN
node augments its capacity faster by recruiting a super peer than by recruiting a normal peer. This is
because recent measurement studies have shown that super peers have a higher outbound bandwidth
and a longer lifetime than those of normal peers [72]. Super peers are also more reliable, one of the
most important characteristics for a CDN, than normal peers. By super peers we mean the peers having
bandwidth and service time higher than a certain threshold set by the CDN (e.g., peers with out going
bandwidth more than 300kbps and service time more than 5 hours/day can be considered super peers).
When a peer is recruited, it is taken off the potential peer database to prevent multiple recruitment of
one peer. A CDN node runs the growing algorithm whenever it wants to increase its capacity. We next
present our growing algorithm, which is followed by an algorithm describing how a request is served
in the system.
Algorithm 2 Super peer growing algorithm
1: procedure SUPERPEER(N , PS, GHigh, d, T )
2: S = super peer Pmax ∈ PS with the highest capacity
3: GF =
∑
(∀Pi∈S)
Ci
NCN
4: while (GF < GLow) do
5: Pj = Highest capacity super peer ∈ PS
6: if ∀Pi ∈ S, distance(Pi, Pj) ≤ d then
7: S = S ∪ Pj
8: GF = GF + Cj
NCN
9: PS = PS − {Pj}
10: end if
11: end while
12: S = S ∪ N
13: Update GrowTable of N with peers in S
14: end procedure
In both algorithms, GrowTable is a data structure keeping track of the growing activity of a CDN
node. Each entry in the table is a mapping of a recruited peer to a set of CDN’s content objects. The
recruited peer stores these objects to serve future requests coming from nearby (in terms of network
distance) users. Recall that in this report, we use peers to distribute CDN’s content and we focus on
the SCOPE framework comprising both a CDN and peers. We do not focus on using peers to distribute
peers’ own content as it is the focus of many other research efforts in pure P2P systems. Currently,
an object is stored by one recruited peer because we do not want to exhaust the limited storage space
contributed by each recruited peer. However, in network areas where peers are willing to contribute
large storage spaces, we can easily change the system to store an object at more than one recruited
peers; thus, introducing more redundancy and availability of the stored object.
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The size of the GrowTable depends on how many peers are recruited. Recent measurement studies
of existing P2P networks show only 7% of peers are super peers [72]. Assuming there are 20,000 peers
in a local network, there could be only 1,400 super peers in that network. Even if all these super peers
are recruited, the GrowTable only has 1,400 entries for that network. This is a manageable number for
a CDN node because a CDN node usually has to keep track of a huge number (on the order of hundreds
of thousand) of entries of replicated content.
When a CDN node needs a large increase in its capacity, it is possible that a single run of the
SUPERPEER growing algorithm will not result in the desired increase. In this case, the CDN node runs
the algorithm several times to construct different content sets until its capacity increase is satisfied. It
is also possible that a CDN node N1 does not have enough potential peers in its network area to recruit.
N1 asks for help from the closest CDN node N2, who has some potential peers. N2 recruits some
peers to handle N2’s workload (requests coming from N2 network area only), then N2 will share some
workload of N1. It is also possible to let N1 recruit directly some potential peers of N2, but we do not
recommend this approach. This is because potential peers of N2 in N2’s network area may not be able
to offer good service quality to requests in the N1’s network area.
3.4.3 Reputation based Growing
In the previous two growing algorithms, we take the bandwidth, the service time, and the location
(i.e., distance to other peers) qualities of a peer in the recruitment decision. This approach is good for
a set of potential peers that no one has any prior experiences with. However, in some P2P networks,
there exists a reputation system that keeps track of the reputation of each peer. If a peer has a good
reputation in helping other peers in its existing P2P network, it may be a good candidate for helping
the CDN. On the other hand, if a peer has a bad reputation in its existing P2P network, it may not
be a suitable candidate for helping the CDN. We use this observation in our reputation based growing
strategy. In this strategy, we assume that the CDN has access to the reputation information of existing
P2P networks. Based on this information, the CDN node recruits the peers with high reputation first.
3.5 CDN Shrinking Algorithms
In this section, we consider two strategies to perform the shrinking operation (i.e., removing re-
cruited peers). Note that to maintain a graceful transition of the system, the CDN does not remove all
recruited peers at once nor does it always try to remove all recruited peers. Based on the situation,
the CDN first establishes the goal of the shrinking process. It then identifies the peers that need to
be removed. Finally, the CDN removes each recruited peer one by one until the goal of the shrinking
process is met. Because CDN’s content may be copyrighted materials, a recruited peer is required to
delete all cached CDN’s content in the recruited peer’s storage and memory at the time of the peer’s
removal.
3.5.1 Workload-driven Shrinking
In this strategy, when a CDN node detects a sizable decrease in the number of requests it receives,
the CDN node estimates the new workload. The CDN then removes recruited peers that have small
capacity first. It continues to do so until the capacity of the CDN and the remaining recruited peers
is enough to handle the new workload. The CDN had a choice of removing high capacity recruited
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peers first to complete the shrinking process faster. But, to maintain the quality and the stability of the
network, it is better for the CDN to keep the high capacity recruited peers around.
3.5.2 Quality-driven Shrinking
In this strategy, the CDN removes some recruited peers because the they cannot provide acceptable
service (e.g., the service delay from a recruited peer to users is too high). There are two ways to initiate
this type of shrinking. First, the CDN may rely on a system which collects feedbacks from users to
evaluate the quality of recruited peers. Based on the feedbacks, the CDN decides which peer should
be removed to maintain high quality. Second, when a honest peer discovers that it cannot maintain an
acceptable quality, the peer pro-actively requests the CDN to remove itself from the list of the recruited
peers.
Quality-driven shrinking can be used in conjunction with one of the growing algorithm to help the
CDN to fine tune the set of recruited peers. That is, the CDN can coarsely recruit peers first. Then, it
uses a quality-driven shrinking to selectively remove some bad recruited peers.
3.6 Request Serving Algorithms
In previous sections, we have discussed how a dynamic CDN grows its capacity by recruiting and
then shrinks its capacity by removing peers. In this section, we discuss how an object is replicated
from a CDN node to a recruited peer and how a request is served in our system. We first present
an algorithm in which recruited peers are solely responsible for serving requests. It is followed by
another algorithm in which both the original CDN node and the recruited peers share the responsibility
of serving requests.
3.6.1 Serving from Recruited Peers Only
Algorithm 3 Request serving algorithm
1: procedure SERVEREQUEST(a request roi for object o from Pi, Ni is responsible for Pi’ network area)
2: Ni receives roi
3: if Object o is in Ni’s GrowTable then
4: Pj ← GROWTABLELOOKUP(Ni,o) /*Ni recruited Pj earlier*/
5: Ni redirects request roi to Pj /*let Pj serve roi */
6: else
7: Pj ← FINDELIGIBLE(Pi)
8: Nk ← Ni finds the CDN node having object o
9: Pj gets o from Nk; Pj caches o while sending o to Pi
10: Ni.GrowTable(o)← Pj /* update GrowTable for object o at Ni */
11: end if
12: end procedure
The procedure GROWTABLELOOKUP (line 4) returns a suitable recruited peer node to serve the
request. The procedure FINDELIGIBLE (line 7) returns a recruited peer near the requesting peer. The
returned recruited peer should not currently experience a heavy workload.
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3.6.2 Shared Responsibility Serving
In the previous request serving algorithm, the CDN either redirects request from a user to a recruited
peer or sends an object to a recruited peer. After growing, the CDN does not serve an object directly to
the users anymore. This approach is good only when there are many powerful recruited peers. In some
cases, we still want the CDN to directly serve objects to some users. Therefore, we propose another
algorithm to let the CDN serve a request with a fallback probability pfb (where pfb ∈ [0 . . . 1]).
Algorithm 4 Shared Responsibility Request serving algorithm
1: procedure SHAREDSERVEREQUEST(pfb, a request roi for object o from Pi, Ni is responsible for Pi’ net-
work area)
2: Ni receives roi
3: ran← Generate a random number within [0 . . . 1]
4: if ran ≥ pfb then
5: Ni gets o and sends o to Pi
6: else
7: Call SERVEREQUEST /* Let recruited peers serve */
8: end if
9: end procedure
3.7 Load Balancing and Fault Tolerance Issues
In this section, we discuss some methods to provide load balancing and fault tolerance for the
recruited peers.
3.7.1 Providing Load Balancing for Recruited Peers
To make sure a recruited peer is not overloaded we can build some load balancing mechanisms into
the GROWTABLELOOKUP procedure. The first load balancing method is based on a simple round robin
method in which all recruited peers having the requested object will be assign requests of that object
in a round robin fashion. The second method assigns the request to the least loaded recruited peer
having the object. The third method is based on an assumption that the requested object is splittable.
In this case, each of the two least loaded recruited peers assumes the responsibility of sending half of
the object to the requesting user.
3.7.2 Providing Fault Tolerance for Recruited Peers
The unexpected departure of recruited peers affects the performance of the dynamic CDN. This is
why our heuristic algorithm recruits super peers first in order to mitigate the effect of unexpected peers
departure. Super peers are usually more stable and stay longer compared with normal peers. In addition,
we can change the algorithm to over recruit (i.e., recruit more that what actually needed) to anticipate
the decrease in capacity when peers depart early. Insights on the average lifetime of peers [72] also
help us to schedule the periodical running of our algorithm to recruit new peers. To provide more fault
tolerance, when a recruited peer departs in the middle of serving a request, the request can continue to
be served by the CDN or by other recruited peers, albeit some disruption. The system can assign many
peers with different age to concurrently serve a request so that when some of them depart at the end of
their service time, others are still sending requested data.
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3.8 Security and Copyright Protection Issues
3.8.1 Dealing with Malicious Peers, NAT, and Firewall
Malicious peers may first try to get recruited by the CDN. They then change the CDN’s content and
serve other peers with false content. To prevent this problem, the CDN has several available methods
as follows. The CDN provides a message digest of the content directly to a requesting client. The
client uses this message digest to verify the authenticity of the content it receives from recruited peers.
Another method is to let the CDN perform random sampling of content served by recruited peers
to see if the content has been tampered with. Once detected, malicious recruited peers are removed
immediately from the system. Potential peers for recruitment can be behind NAT or firewall, which
allows only certain types of traffic to pass through. This is a general problem for peers and it is
not specific to our model. Therefore, we can employ available solutions (e.g., HTTP tunneling, hole
punching [32], or that of [37], etc.) to overcome this problem.
3.8.2 Dealing with Infringement of Protected CDN Content
In this section, we deal with the case in which malicious peers try to access the copyright protected
content of a CDN without paying for the service. This is possible in our model because we want to
store some of the CDN content on recruited peers storage. To copy with this problem, the CDN should
employ a digital rights management (DRM) technique to protect the CDN’s content. When a CDN
uses a DRM technique to protect its content, only authorized customers can view the full content. Our
SCOPE framework does not affect the such a system because a recruited peer does not need to have
full access to the content. The recruited peer just needs enough metadata information of the content to
forward the content to authorized customers.
3.9 Performance Evaluation of Peers-assisted Dynamic Content Distribution Networks
In this section, we present our performance comparisons to show the advantages of CDN growing.
We compare the performance of three content distribution systems: (i) a traditional CDN that does
not grow (named No-growing), (ii) a CDN that grows using the random growing algorithm (named
Random-growing), and (iii) a CDN that grows using our heuristic super peer growing algorithm (named
Superpeer-growing). We evaluate our techniques in the context of video streaming because it is an
important content distribution problem. We note that our techniques is suitable for distributing other
types of CDN’s content (e.g., music, software, etc.) as well.
The performance metrics are the average latency and the request hit ratio. The average latency is
the average amount of time a peer has to wait before the requested video data arrives. The request hit
ratio is the percentage of the number of requests served by local recruited peers over the total number of
requests. Our main focus is to measure the improved service quality brought by the growing capability
of a CDN. Hence, we omit the evaluation of the discovery and bandwidth estimation of peers as these
tasks can be performed independently and in advance of the growing operation. In the two growing
algorithms, we only replicate an object to a recruited peer when there is a request to that object.
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Figure 3.1 Simulated network topology
3.9.1 Simulation Setup
We use packet level simulations (ns-2 version 2.27) in our evaluation. Fig. 3.1 shows the network
topology used in our simulations. It consists of ten CDN nodes of a wide area CDN (with the network
latency between any two CDN nodes randomly chosen between 20-40 milliseconds) and ten peer sites
covering a small regional network (with the network latency between any two neighboring peer sites
randomly chosen between 2-12 milliseconds). Each CDN node stores a disjoint set of videos. The
CDN nodes use a common hash function to map a video id to the CDN node that stores the video.
CDN node N2 is responsible for the ten peer sites (i.e., it is responsible for the regional network area).
In the No-growing system, a peer receives a video directly from a CDN node storing the video. In
the Random-growing and Superpeer-growing systems, N2 recruits peers from the ten peer sites to help
delivering videos. The end-to-end delay between any two recruited peers is bounded at 40 milliseconds.
The lower bound GLow of the growth factor range is 30%. We use Algorithm 3 (page 15) to serve
requests because we anticipate that the CDN node can recruit many good peers in this simulation.
There are 1,500 peers uniformly distributed over ten peer sites3. Peers arrive to the system following
a Poisson distribution with a default parameter λ = 20 peers/minute. Upon arrival, a peer sends one
request for a video, waits until the request gets serviced, and watches the entire video. If a peer is not
a recruited peer, it leaves the system after watching the requested video. A simulation run is complete
when all 1,500 peers finish receiving the videos they request. A normal peer can store at most one
video, a super peer can store at most ten videos. All peers use the same cache replacement policy. In the
Superpeer-growing system, there are only two super peers, each is located at high-degree sites number
11 and 17, respectively. The popularity of videos follows a Zipf-like distribution with the default Zipf
parameter4 set to 0.7 (i.e., 20% of the videos receives about 80% of the requests). Important system
and workload parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 3.2. Next, we discuss the
simulation results.
3We use ten peer sites, instead of 1,500 individual peer nodes in the topology, in order to reduce the running time per
simulation.
4A large Zipf parameter (i.e., a value close to 1) means that some videos are requested much more often than others. A
small Zipf parameter (i.e., a value close to 0) means that each video is requested equally often.
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Table 3.2 Simulation parameters
Parameter Default value Range
Video playback rate in Mbps 1.0 n/a
Video length in minutes 10 n/a
Zipf parameter 0.7 0 - 1
Number of arriving peers per minute (λ) 20 10 - 30
Total number of peers 1500 n/a
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Figure 3.2 Effect of peers arrival rate on (a) average service latency and (b) re-
quest hit ratio
3.9.2 Simulation Results
Each data point presented in the plots is the average of ten simulations, each simulation uses a
different random seed. We use error bars to show the standard errors of each data point in all plots.
However, due to the small standard errors, the error bars are not always visible.
Effect of Peers Arrival Rate: This set of results demonstrates how well the system handles
an increasing arrival rate of peers. The arrival rate was varied from 1 to 30 peers/minute. The Zipf
parameter was set to 0.7. Fig. 3.2(a) demonstrates that the average service latency increases gradually
when the arrival rate increases. We clearly observe an advantage, in terms of the average service latency,
of using a growing strategy for a CDN. Our results show that the Random-growing system improves
the average service latency by 59% compared with the No-growing system. Moreover, the Superpeer-
growing system improves the average service latency by 76% compared with the No-growing system.
Fig. 3.2(b) shows the comparison in terms of request hit ratios among the three systems. The
No-growing system has zero hit ratio because all the requests are served from the CDN nodes. The
Random-growing system has at least a 33% hit ratio. This improvement is possible because the original
CDN has grown to include some peers, making it possible for these peers to serve requests that would
otherwise be served from the CDN nodes. The Superpeer-growing system demonstrates a request hit
ratio of approximately 50%, which is higher than that of the Random-growing system. When the arrival
rate increases, the request hit ratio slightly decreases. This is because there are more peers arriving per
minute and initially the recruited peers have not stored the CDN’s content fast enough to be ready
for serving others. Therefore, some arriving peers have to receive data from the CDN. This is also
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the reason for a slightly increase in the average service latency when the arrival rate increases. The
Superper-growing system has a better performance in terms of both metrics because the original CDN
has grown to include super peers, which offer a high bandwidth, a long lifetime, and a large disk space.
Effect of Zipf parameter: This set of results show how well the system responds to a varying
request pattern. The Zipf parameter was varied from 0 to 1. The arrival rate was fixed at 20 peers/min.
Fig. 3.3(a) indicates that when the Zipf parameter increases from 0 to 1, the two systems using growing
strategies offer a steady improvement in terms of the average latency. That is, when the Zipf parameter
equals to 0 (i.e., each video receives about the same number of requests), the Random-growing system
and the Superpeer-growing system improves 32.8% and 56.7% in average service latency compared
with the No-growing system, respectively. The improvement is even higher when the Zipf parameter
increases to 1. This is because when the locality of requests increases, the recruited peers become
more useful by serving more requests from other peers. The average service latency of the No-growing
system is almost unchanged across different Zipf parameters because all requests are served from the
CDN nodes.
Fig. 3.3(b) demonstrates the effect of the Zipf parameter on the request hit ratio. It is clear that
when the Zipf parameter is increasing (more locality of requests), the request hit ratio also increases.
Again, the Superpeer-growing system has a request hit ratio of at least 19.35% higher than that of the
Random-growing system.
3.10 Implementation of Peer-assisted Dynamic Content Distribution on PlanetLab
In this section, we report on the status of our prototype implementation of the dynamic CDN on
PlanetLab. We have implemented a CDN software module and a peer software module to verify the
effectiveness of our proposed dynamic CDN on a real wide area network. The CDN software module
has the basic functionality of a normal CDN node: accepting requests for a file and serving the file.
In addition, it has additional functions to communicate with recruited peers to redirect requests. The
peer software module has basic functionality of a normal client node: sending requests and receiving
requested data. It also has additional functions of a recruited peer: communicating with a CDN node to
receive redirected requests from the CDN node to serve other peers. A node running the peer module
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may act as a normal user only (sends out its own requests but never help the CDN to serve other users),
or a normal user and a recruited peer (sends out its own request and sometimes helps the CDN to serve
other users), or a recruited peer only (does not send out its own request and only helps the CDN to serve
other users). We use few selected nodes on PlanetLab to run the CDN module and many other nodes on
PlanetLab to run the peer module. Currently, the CDN expands its capacity by using a pre-computed
list of nodes as recruited peers. We are improving this implementation by adding features to the CDN
module so that it can automatically find out, negotiate with, and recruit potential nodes running the peer
module on PlanetLab.
3.11 NP-Hard Proof for the CDN Growing Problem
The Maximum Induced Subgraph with Property P problem is stated as follows [10]. ”Given a
graph G(V,E) and a property P . The property P must be hereditary, i.e., every subgraph of G′
satisfies P whenever G′ satisfies P , and non-trivial, i.e., it is satisfied for infinitely many graphs and
false for infinitely many graphs. Find the maximum subgraph of G whose vertexes are a set V ′ ⊆ V
and such that the subgraph induced by V ′ has the property P .”
In our CDN growing problem, the property P is the constraint on the distance between any two
peers in the content set S, which is distance(Pi, Pj) ≤ d ∀Pi, Pj ∈ S. If we have a polynomial
time algorithm for the Maximum Induced Subgraph with Property P problem, we could have a poly-
nomial time algorithm for our CDN growing problem by first computing the largest set that satisfies
the distance constraint. We then calculate the total capacity of the largest set to see if it satisfies the
second condition with regard to the growth factor in our problem formulation. If the second condition
is satisfied, the union of the largest set and the CDN node is our final content set S. The third and the
fourth conditions are automatically satisfied because any subset of the largest set would have a smaller
total serving time and a smaller total outgoing bandwidth. In some special cases, we might end up
with more than one largest set of the same cardinality. However, we can still check in polynomial time
which one of the largest sets has the maximum outgoing bandwidth and the maximum serving time.
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SECTION 4 DISTRIBUTING PEERS’ CONTENT THROUGH A CDN
4.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we discuss the motivation for peers to use a CDN’s infrastructure to transfer their
content and provide an overview of our solution.
4.1.1 Motivation
In a pure peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing network, peers use their direct end-to-end connections to
transfer their files among themselves. This is an effective approach when peers have long-live connec-
tions that also have high bandwidth. However, most peers in a P2P network are available to serve other
peers for a very short amount of time (i.e., a peer joins a P2P network, serves some other peers, then
quickly leaves the network). Moreover, there is no guarantee that their connections to other peers have
high bandwidth. These two inherent problems of a P2P file sharing network make it difficult for peers
to transfer files to other peers in a fast manner. On the other hands, a CDN network may have redundant
high bandwidth connections that are not used all the time. Therefore, when peers can use the CDN’s
connections to transfer peers’ files the transfer can be done quicker. This is one of the main reasons we
design our SCOPE framework to foster a collaboration between peers and a CDN for mutual benefits.
That is, a CDN can use peers’ resources for its own good and in return, peers can use a CDN’s resources
for their own good.
4.1.2 Overview of the Solution
Our goal is to reduce the total completion time for a group of peers who are transferring a file.
The main idea of the solution is to modify the data transfer part in the P2P protocol used by the
group of peers so that the data travels through the CDN connections, instead of the direct end-to-end
connections among peers. The other parts of the P2P protocol (e.g., searching, neighbor discovery,
etc.) remain unchanged. In the CDN, we introduce an algorithm for the CDN nodes to construct shared
communication trees on the CDN’s infrastructure. The peers’ data travels on these trees.
4.2 System Model and Assumptions
We assume that the network topology of a CDN is known and stable. The CDN has network
measurement features to maintain an accurate view of the bandwidth, delay, and other metrics of the
links inside the CDN. Each CDN node is responsible for handling a network area consisting of a number
of peers. For example, in Figure 1.1 CDN nodeN1 is responsible for handling peers {P1, P2, P3}, CDN
node N3 is responsible for handling peers {P6, P7, P8}, and so on. The bandwidth between any two
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CDN nodes is higher than the end-to-end bandwidth between two peers in the respective network areas
that the two CDN nodes are responsible for. The bandwidth is not necessarily symmetric.
Peers follow a default P2P protocol that has some features similar to those of BitTorrent [12]. A
centralized node provides every new peer with information about a subset of nearby peers and a nearby
CDN node responsible for the network area. This can be achieved through a network positioning system
such as [60]. A group of peers distribute content among themselves in sessions. At the beginning of a
session only one peer (or only a few peers) is a seed (i.e., having the whole content other peers want).
At the end of the session, all peers in the group have the whole content. Content is divided into data
blocks of equal size. A peer uses parallel downloading to get different data blocks from different peers.
As a part of our overall SCOPE framework, a peer needs to download and install a small program
before it can participate in our content distribution network. This program allows peers to collaborate
among themselves and with the CDN to distribute the CDN’s content (the focus of Section 3) and to
distribute peers’ content through the CDN (the focus of this Section).
4.3 Delivering Peers’ Content through a CDN
There are two scenarios for content delivery among peers. First, if the content delivery involves
only peers in the same network area of one CDN node, the CDN node may not help the peers much in
improving (i.e., provide faster delivery or more reliable network connections) the delivery of content.
Therefore, a natural solution in this scenario is to let the peers to deliver content directly among them-
selves without the involvement of the CDN. The peers use their default P2P protocol to transfer content.
For example, in Figure 1.1 if only peers {P1, P2, P3} want to distribute content among themselves, N1
may not help much. Second, if the content delivery involves peers in many different network areas
handled by many CDN nodes, the CDN nodes can help to improve the transfer rate of content. Without
such a help from the CDN, the peers would have to establish several end-to-end connections among
themselves to transfer data. The quality (bandwidth and reliability) of these end-to-end connections is
not as good as that of the connections among CDN nodes.
A good solution for our problem should (i) enable a fast exchange of data blocks through the
CDN among multiple peers and (ii) limit the resources of CDN used in helping distributing peers’
content. There are several methods for building a communication medium to achieve many-to-many
communications such as using a mesh, a graph, or a tree. In our case, a mesh or a graph would not be
the best choice because we do not need redundant links among CDN nodes to distribute peers’ content.
We choose tree for its simplicity. With regards to limiting the resources a CDN uses to help peers,
one should limit the transfer rate (i.e., transfer bandwidth) because a CDN should not be overloaded
with peers’ content. Note that the primary goal of a CDN is to distribute CDN’s content. The main
idea of our solution is to build bandwidth bounded trees in the CDN as a common medium for peers
to distribute their content. Each tree is rooted at one of the CDN nodes, where there are peers wishing
to send data, and spans to the remaining CDN nodes, where there are peers wishing to receive data.
A CDN commits to provide a better transfer rate than the maximum achievable transfer rate of most
peers. This is done by first taking into account the outgoing bandwidth distribution of peers and the
mean and mode of that bandwidth distribution. Then a CDN provides peers with a transfer rate in a
range that is in between the mean and a factor improvement of the mode. We next present our formal
problem formulation.
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4.3.1 Problem Formulation
Input: Given a graph G = (V,E) representing a content distribution network, where V is the set
of all CDN nodes and E is the set of logical links connecting the CDN nodes. Let P be the set of peers
who want to distribute content. Let V ′ be the set of the CDN nodes responsible for the network areas
of peers in P . Set P can be categorized into |V ′| subsets of peers, each subset Si (i = 1 . . . |V ′|) is
handled by a CDN node vi ∈ V ′. Let Bi be the median of the set of outgoing access bandwidth in a
subset of peers Si. Let Mi be the mode of the set of outgoing access bandwidth in a subset of peers Si.
Let Ci be the growth factor that a subset of peers Si provides to the CDN.
Output: Construct |V ′| trees such that each tree satisfies the following conditions: (1) each tree
covers all vertexes in V ′; (2) each tree is rooted at a vertex vi ∈ V ′. Vertex vi is a CDN node handling
a subset of peers Si; and (3) each tree rooted at vi has a bottleneck bandwidth of at least Bi, and a
maximum bandwidth of Ci ×Mi.
We propose the following BUILDTREES algorithm to solve our formal problem. The algorithm
consists of |V ′| steps. Each step produces a tree that is rooted at a node vi ∈ V ′, covers all the other
nodes in V ′, has a minimum bandwidth of Bi, and that has a maximum bandwidth of Ci×Mi. At each
step we choose to build a tree in a way that leaves as much bandwidth as possible for the remaining
steps.
Leaving as much bandwidth as possible for the subsequence steps is an insight we learned from
a recent work in fast replication of content in CDN [36]. However, their algorithm cannot be directly
applied to our problem because they consider the problem of replicating data from a single source to
multiple CDN nodes. We consider the problem of using a CDN to help many peers (i.e., many sources)
to distribute content. Their algorithm builds multiple trees from a single source to all nodes in a CDN
and it builds trees with the highest possible throughput. Whereas, our algorithm builds multiple trees
for multiple sources (one tree for one source) and each tree reaches only some nodes in a CDN. Our
algorithm does not build trees with the highest possible throughput, it only finds trees with a throughput
being in a predetermined range (i.e., between the mean and the mode of outgoing bandwidth of peers).
We use the BUILDTREES algorithm to create one tree for each vertex vi in V ′. We start by sorting
the vertexes (line 4) and proceed by this order of vertexes in the for loop (line 5). This method gives the
set of peers that contributed the most to the CDN the highest chance of having the best links in CDN
first. For constructing tree rooted at each vertex, all edges that do not satisfy the minimum bandwidth
requirement of Bi are temporarily removed (line 5). Note that this removal is only temporary for
building the current tree. After a tree is constructed, the removed edges are restored so that they can
be reconsidered in the next tree (line 21). We then add the root to the tree (line 7) and continuously
add the remaining vertexes of V ′ until all of them are included (lines 8-16). The for loop (lines 9-12)
is used to find an edge Edgeu, which is incident on each existing vertex u in the tree, that has the
smallest bandwidth but still higher than Ci ×Mi. This guarantees the tree would be able to provide
a bandwidth growth rate of Ci for the subset of peers Si who already contributed to the CDN. The
remaining available bandwidth RemainedBWu of node u is then calculated (line 11). Note that BWu
is the actual bandwidth that node u has at the time. Whereas, the RemainedBWu would be the new
bandwidth that node u would have if Edgeu was to be added to the tree. At the end of the for loop we
have a set {RemainedBWj} of remaining available bandwidth of nodes currently in the tree. We pick
the node j that has the most remaining available bandwidth and assign it to variable x (line 12). We
then add the corresponding neighbor of that node (chosen earlier in line 10) to the list of nodes in the
tree (line 14). We next add the new edge to the tree. Finally, we reduce the bandwidth of edges in E
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Algorithm 5 Trees building algorithm
1: procedure BUILDTREES( G(V,E), V ′, set of Bi, set of Mi, and set of Ci )
2: TreesList← ∅
3: Sort V ′ to rank vertex(es) responsible for seed(s) first, then the remaining vertexes in decreasing order
of growth factor provided to the CDN.
4: for each vertex vi ∈ V ′ in the sorted order do
5: Temporarily remove all edges (u, v) ∈ E whose current bandwidth bwuv < Bi
6: Treei ← ∅
7: NodesInTreei ← vi
8: while NodesInTreei 6= V ′ do
9: for each vertex u ∈ NodesInTreei do
10: Edgeu ← Find edge (u, j) with bwuj ≥ (Ci ×Mi) and with min{bwuj − (Ci ×Mi)}
11: RemainedBWu ← BWu - {Bandwidth of Edgeu}
12: end for
13: x← Node j with max{RemainedBWj}
14: NodesInTreei ← NodesInTreei ∪ {destination of Edgex}
15: Treei ← Treei ∪ Edgex
16: end while
17: for each edge (u, v) ∈ E and (u, v) ∈ Treei do
18: bwuv ← bwuv - {bottleneck in Treei}
19: end for
20: TreesList← TreesList ∪ Treei
21: Restore temporarily remove edges for next vertex vi′
22: end for
23: Return TreesList
24: end procedure
that are also in the new tree by the bottleneck bandwidth of the new tree (line 18) and add the new tree
to the list of trees (line 20).
4.4 Discussion
We construct one tree per a CDN node in V ′, instead of following existing multiple trees approach
in the literature [19, 51, 36], because the nodes in our tree are only CDN nodes (not peers). Once the
tree is constructed it is stable, therefore, we do not need redundant trees. Moreover, we do not aim to
use a CDN to achieve the fastest possible transfer of peers’, therefore, we do not need multiple trees to
get the highest throughput. We only want use trees inside a CDN to provide a generally better quality
than the best effort end-to-end direct connections among peers. This is why we limit the bandwidth
of a tree rooted at a CDN node to be within a specific range between the median (Bi) of the outgoing
access bandwidth and at most Ci times higher than the mode (Mi) of the outgoing access bandwidth of
the peers in the network area the CDN node (the root) is responsible for. Limiting the bandwidth of the
trees inside a CDN to a range prevents the CDN from using too much resources to serve external peers.
We remind the main reason for a CDN to provide accesses to some external peers is because they had
already helped the CDN in distributing the CDN’s content [82] as discussed in Section 1.
Another reason that we construct multiple trees, each rooted at a CDN node in V ′, is because our
incentive mechanism only allows a set of external peers to send data through a CDN for as long as they
have enough credit. When the set of peers run out of credit, the corresponding tree rooted at the CDN
responsible the set of peers will be deactivated. In other words, the tree is removed so that set of peers
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cannot use its tree inside the CDN to send data anymore. Note that the peers can still receive data from
other trees (which belong to other sets of peers who still have enough credit). This approach provides
us more simplicity and more flexibility in enforcing our incentive mechanism compared to other more
complicated tree building approaches.
We can further improve the current solution by using our incentive mechanism. That is, our incen-
tive mechanism keeps up to date information about the grow factor Ci that a set of peers provided to
the CDN and the reciprocation the CDN gives back the set of peers. Hence, the quality of a tree can be
adjusted accordingly. It is also possible, although we do not expect this case to happen frequently, that
the available bandwidth at a CDN node is not enough to build a tree (rooted at that node) satisfying the
bandwidth requirement. This means the CDN node does not fulfil its commitment in providing peers
with an increase in transfer rate. Our incentive mechanism requires the CDN node to pay a penalty by
giving credits to peers. The level of penalty is determined by whether the peers can still use the CDN
infrastructure or not. If the CDN node can still provide peers with a minimum acceptable transfer rate1,
the CDN node provides that transfer rate for free. The CDN node builds a tree with the bottleneck
bandwidth equal to the minimum acceptable transfer rate. In this case, the CDN node pays a small
penalty. If the CDN node is so overloaded that it cannot accept any traffic from peers, the peers have
to use their direct connections to distribute content. In return, the CDN node pays a large penalty by
giving many credits to peers so that peers can use the CDN’s infrastructure at another time. In the next
section, we describe our new peers content delivery protocol that embodies our algorithm.
4.5 CDN-assisted Peers’ Content Delivery Protocol
We assume that a group of peers, who want to use a CDN to distribute their content, already
contributed their resources to the CDN. Now, the CDN is going to help the peers in return by increasing
the transfer bandwidth of the content transfer among peers.
The peers follow their default P2P protocol to find out which content they want to distribute and
which peers they want to distribute the content to. The peers also know which CDN node is responsible
for the their network area (all these CDN nodes constitute the set V ′). This information is handed
over to one of the CDN nodes in V ′ who will run the BUILDTREES algorithm to construct the trees.
Once the trees construction is completed, each CDN node in V ′ receives its tree information. The
content distribution starts. Instead of sending data blocks to and receiving data blocks from other peers
directly, as in the default P2P delivery protocol, each peer now sends to and receives from the CDN
node responsible for the peer’s network area.
When a CDN node receives a data block from a peer, it forwards the data block along the branches
of the tree rooted at itself to other CDN nodes in the set V ′. These CDN nodes are responsible for the
network areas of the peers who interested in receiving the data block in question. Node that a peer may
not be interested in some data blocks because it got them directly (without the help of the CDN) from
other peers in its local network area. When a CDN node receives a data block from another CDN node,
it forwards the data blocks to the peers that are participating in the content distribution in its network
area. In addition, if the CDN node is not a leaf of a tree, it also replicates the data blocks and forward
them to its children in the tree. Note that during content distribution, each data block traverses only one
tree. A CDN node only replicate and forward data blocks of peers to other nodes down a tree; it does
1A system configurable parameter.
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not cache nor store the data blocks of peers for later usage2.
When a set of peers in a network area completely finishes a content distribution session (received
all data blocks), the tree rooted at the CDN node handling that area is still kept to distribute data to the
remaining unfinished peers. A tree rooted at a CDN node responsible for one area is destroyed only
when either the peers in the network area do not have credits to send data anymore or there are no data
sending out on the tree for an extended amount of time. The latter case is possible when peers just
leave after getting the content. Nevertheless, all trees are destroyed when all the peers finish.
4.6 Deployment and Other Issues
The first concern of CDN operators in adopting this new model is whether the traffic of peers
content would overload the existing infrastructure. We have already put in our algorithm a mechanism
to limit the resources a CDN would commit to serve peers content. Moreover, a CDN has complete
control over the running of our tree building algorithm and its input parameters. External peers cannot
influence the outcome of the tree building algorithm. Therefore, a CDN can always control how much
workload it wants to take from the peers. A CDN can follow a gradual deployment policy. That is,
it does not have to open up its entire infrastructure at once to serve peers content traffic. It can just
gradually use some CDN nodes and links to serve peers first. If everything goes smoothly, the CDN
can use more nodes and links later.
The second concern of CDN operators could be whether this new model could compromise the
security of CDN nodes. In terms of virus or worm infections that come from peers’ content, the CDN
nodes do not cache nor execute the peers content in anyway. A CDN node only replicates packets,
whose payload are data blocks of peers’ content, on the fly within a protected memory space (which
would be erased once the forwarding is done) to forward the packets to its children in a tree. Hence,
virus and worm are not really a big concern in the deployment of this new model. With regards to
denial of service (DoS) attacks coming from peers, the CDN can employ existing features to protect
itself from DoS attacks while serving content of companies/organizations. Peers only know a CDN
node responsible for their network area, but they do not know the whole infrastructure of the CDN.
Therefore, peers in this model are not better off (compared to existing malicious users) in mounting an
attack on the CDN.
The third concern of CDN operators could be whether the CDN infrastructure, which is an asset
of a legally registered entity like a company or an organization, is used by peers to distribute uncopy-
righted content. Combating the distribution of uncopyrighted content by peers is still an open research
problem [55]. Our model is able to adopt the best solutions available to limit the amount of uncopy-
righted content being transfered. Meanwhile, our model is ready for distribution of materials that do
not infringe on copyright laws.
4.7 Performance Evaluation of Distributing Peers’ Content Through a CDN
In this section, we present the evaluation of our technique. We use a packet level simulator (ns-2
version 2.27) to compare our CDN-assisted peers’ content delivery protocol to a default P2P delivery
protocol. Some main features of the P2P protocol are (i) using parallel downloading of data blocks; (ii)
allowing upload to at most five other peers at a time; and (iii) changing the corresponding peer often.
2This is a major constrast to using the CDN to distribute CDN’s content.
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Figure 4.1 Simulated network topology
The performance metric is the total time it takes so that all peers in the content exchange group finish
receiving the content. We next discuss more details about our simulation setup.
4.7.1 Simulation Setup
Fig. 4.1 shows the network topology used in all the simulations. Due to the lack of actual topology
information of a CDN, we adapt this topology from real cities in the United States with an assumption
that a CDN operator would also want to deploy services in these geographical locations. The topology
has 12 IP routers (R1-R12). The link propagation delays among these IP routers correspond relatively
to their geographical distances. The bandwidth between a pair of IP router is symmetric (assuming a
leased line connection) and is set at 1.5 Mbps. Each IP router connects to some peers via asymmetric
connections. The maximum download bandwidth of a peer from an IP router is 700 Kbps while the
maximum upload bandwidth of a peer to an IP router is only 200 Kbps (note that when there are a
maximum of five concurrent receiving peers, each peer only gets 40Kbps). This is a typical connection
for DSL/Cable Internet users. Peers are assumed to have a 2-millisecond delay from the nearest IP
router in our topology. We use 12, 24, and 36 peers in our simulations. On top of this IP level topology,
we build an overlay network of six CDN nodes (N1-N6) connecting to six IP routers as shown. Node
N1 is responsible for peers connecting to IP routers R5,R9, and R10. Node N2 is responsible for peers
connecting to IP routers R1 and R3. Node N3 is responsible for peers connecting to IP routers R2,R6,
and R7. Node N4 is responsible for peers connecting to IP router R8. Node N5 is responsible for peers
connecting to IP router R4. Node N6 is responsible for peers connecting to IP routers R11 and R12.
Each CDN node has a 10Mbps symmetric bandwidth to its corresponding IP router. The maximum
bandwidth between a pair of CDN nodes is 10Mbps. However, at anytime the CDN only gives at most
1Mbps to traffic of carrying the content exchange among peers. The propagation delay among CDN
nodes are 2 milliseconds. In our CDN-assisted technique, the peers have access to the CDN overlay to
transfer only data blocks. Other types of packets (protocol signals, requests, etc.) have to go through
the IP level network. The default P2P protocol only uses the IP level network for both data and other
types of packets.
In our simulations, a group of peers exchange files of medium size (50MBytes) and large size
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(500MBytes). At the beginning of the exchange, there are only two seeds (two peers that have the
complete content). At the end, all peers have the complete content. We also consider two different
scenarios for peers’ arrival. The first one is the flash crowd situation in which all peers suddenly want
to download the content at once (all peers arrive at the same time). The second one is a normal situation
in which peers’ arrival time follows a Poisson distribution.
4.7.2 Simulation Results
We run ten simulations; each with a different random seed to obtain an average value of the com-
pletion time of each peer. The standard errors of the values are small.
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Fig. 4.2(a) and Fig. 4.3(a) show the CDF of exchange completion time when we use 12 peers (peers
13-24) and 24 peers (peers 13-48), respectively, to exchange small objects. Our technique (CDN-
assisted) provides a speed up of 1.5 to 2 times in terms of exchange completion time in both flash
crowd and normal scenarios. This result is expected because the CDN in our technique allows the
peers to use its infrastructure to transfer data blocks. Note that the CDN only devotes at most 1Mbps
to peers’s traffic. We observe that during a flash crowd situation, the performance gap between our
technique the default P2P protocol is reduced. This is because there are many peers available within a
short period of time, making the service capacity of the P2P network increased.
Fig. 4.4(a) and Fig. 4.5(a) show the CDF of exchange completion time when we use 12 peers
(peers 13-24) and 24 peers (peers 13-48), respectively, to exchange large objects of 500MBytes each.
Similarly, our technique offers a speed up of 1.5 to 3 times in terms of completion time in both flash
crowd and normal scenarios. The result of simulations with 36 peers shows similar conclusion; hence,
it is omitted to save space.
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SECTION 5 ONGOING WORK IN INCENTIVE DESIGN AND GAME ANALYSIS
IN SCOPE
In this section, we discuss our ongoing work to design an incentive mechanism for SCOPE and to
use game theoretic analysis to gain more understanding on the strategic behavior of CDN nodes and
recruited peers in our SCOPE framework.
5.1 Incentive Mechanism
We propose an incentive mechanism for the collaboration of a CDN and peers in our SCOPE
framework. We use the notations in Table 5.1. We propose the following definition for calculating a
fairness factor at each peer. A peer is considered fair if it helps a CDN to serve other peers an amount
of content that is valued equally to the amount of content the CDN helps the peer to distribute. Let vi
be the value of data to receiving peer i or the value of data a peer i sends through the CDN.
fi =
n∑
j=1
u
j
i (vj)− u
cdn
i (vi) (5.1)
The information used to calculate the fairness is assumed to be tampered-proof. In the definition, the
data a peer downloads from the CDN is the actual content a peer is interested in, it does not include the
data a peer is temporarily downloading and storing to serve other peers’ requests. The data upload is
the content a peer has sent to other peers (either for serving them directly or for helping them serving
others). The following algorithm is run independently and continuously by each Pi. The algorithm
determines which actions a peer is allowed to perform with regards to its current fairness value.
Using this algorithm, a new peer always has to work to increase its fairness value before being
able to use the CDNs infrastructure. Thus, the system can prevent whitewashing attacks. The incentive
Table 5.1 Notations
Term Definition
Pi Peer i
n Total number of peers
d
j
i Amount of data Pi downloads from Pj (Kbytes)
u
j
i Amount of data Pi uploads to Pj (Kbytes)
fi The fairness of Pi
vi The value of data to Pi
ucdni The total amount of data Pi uploads through the CDN
Tf Free-riding threshold
Ta Altruism threshold
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Algorithm 6 Permission Algorithm
1: procedure PERMISSION(Tf , Ta)
2: Pi continuously updates its fairness value fi
3: while (fi < Tf ) do ⊲ Pi in free-ridding state
4: Allow Pi to collaborate with the CDN to serve other peers to increase fi
5: Do not allow Pi to send its data on the CDNs infrastructure
6: end while
7: while (Tf < fi < Ta) do ⊲ Pi in fair state
8: Allow Pi to collaborate with the CDN to serve other peers to increase fi
9: Only allow Pi to send its data on the CDNs infrastructure a probability fi−TfTa−Tf . (i.e., the nearer Pi to
the altruistic state, the higher chance it can have access to the CDNs infrastructure.)
10: end while
11: while (Ta < fi) do ⊲ Pi in altruistic state
12: Allow Pi to collaborate with the CDN to serve other peers to increase fi
13: Allow Pi to send all of its data on the CDNs infrastructure
14: end while
15: end procedure
mechanism must be implemented in a such a way that all activities (sending requests, receiving data,
sending data, etc.) of a peer can be verified and authorized by the incentive module.
5.2 Game Theoretic Analysis
We are working on using repeated game analysis to gain more understanding of strategic behavior
of different players (i.e., CDN node and recruited peers) in our SCOPE framework. The reason we use
repeated game setting is because the interactions of players in SCOPE has a repetitive nature. That is,
a CDN node may use a recruited peer’s resources repeatedly at different time. On the other hand, a
peer may use a CDN’s infrastructure at different time. We have identified three different games which
correspond to three different expectations of the players as follows.
The Combined CDN Growing and Using CDN Infrastructure Game
In this game, the players are a CDN node and its recruited peers. The set of the recruited peers want
to transfer some files through the CDN’s infrastructure. The goal of the recruited peers is to provide
enough help to the CDN to earn enough credits so that they can spend all their earned credits immedi-
ately for transferring their files. At the end of the game, the peers do not have any credit left.
The CDN Growing Game
In this game, the CDN has to pay credits for the resources of the recruited peers. The recruited peers do
not have any interest in using the CDN’s infrastructure to transfer their files. Therefore, the CDN wants
to use the recruited peers in the most economical way (i.e., the CDN gives as little as possible credits
to peers). On the other hand, the recruited peers want to earn as much credits as possible so that at the
end of the game they can convert their credits to other forms of service/merchandise or even cash.
The CDN Infrastructure Sharing Game
In this game, some peers are only interested in using the CDN’s infrastructure to transfer their files.
They do not want to provide any service back to the CDN. This is an opposite version of the preceding
CDN Growing game. At the end of the game, the CDN wants to earn as much credits as possible, while
the peers want to pay as little as possible.
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SECTION 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this report we have proposed a Synergistic Content Distribution and Peer-to-Peer Networks
(SCOPE) in which peers help a CDN to deliver the CDN’s content and in return, the CDN helps
peers to deliver peers’ content. A CDN becomes flexible and dynamic by recruiting peers to be part
of the CDN’s network. We formulate the CDN growing problem and propose algorithms to grow the
capacity of a CDN. We have proposed and evaluated an algorithm to build trees on a CDN’s infrastruc-
ture to be used by external peers to distribute their content. We have partially implemented the SCOPE
framework in PlanetLab. We are working on improving the prototype implementation of SCOPE and
the game theoretic analysis for SCOPE. In the future, we will investigate the expansion of this SCOPE
framework to a wireless mesh network environment.
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